
EFFICIENT DUE DILIGENCE
M&A DATAROOMS



WITH SO MANY INDUSTRY- 

LEADING OPTIONS, WHY 

WOULD YOU CONSIDER 

ANOTHER DATAROOM PROVIDER?
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We value your deal’s success.

WHY CHOOSE SKYHATCH?

Here are just a few ways Skyhatch can 
take you to the next level

Competitive pricing
Most importantly, experience the main 
features and security of corporate datarooms 
without a hefty price tag. Our pricing is up 
to 50% less expensive than providers like 
Ansarada and Intralinks.

Fast setup 
Our system provisions your new dataroom 
within 24 hours of invoice acceptance. You’ll 
find it easy to navigate the simple but power-
ful user interface. Of course, support is at 
hand if you require it.

Innovating due diligence
After consulting a deal advisory team, we 
designed and built a powerful document 
upload, review and approval feature. We’ve 
also added a global Q&A tool which provides 
better visibility over negotiating points.
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WE’VE GOT THE 
FUNDAMENTALS RIGHT

Our service is different, but we still focus on the basics. 
Exerience the difference while still having:

Access Control
Not every user needs or deserves to have the same level of ac-
cess to your documents and folders. Control access using roles, 
action types & more. You can setup users in various user groups 
(e.g. bidders, regulators, seller employees) and assign very spe-
cific permissions to each group e.g. disable downloads etc.

Audit Logs
Have ready access to an automatic, legal-binding audit trail for 
proof-of-disclosure and client reporting purposes. Track activity 
for every user (even you) since they joined the dataroom includ-
ing IP addresses and actions taken. You’ll even be able to gauge 
interest in specific aspects of the deal by seeing how long each 
user has spent in minutes/hours reviewing each document.

Security 
Have peace of mind knowing that your dataroom has next gen-
eration “zero-knowledge” security. Our staff cannot access your 
documents without your invitation. If our servers get physically 
stolen, hackers will not be able to access your files. The service 
has been confirmed secure by 3rd party Internet Security experts.
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Ash Patel, Director
Ash founded Skyhatch as a software con-
sultancy in 2011 after resolving business 
IT issues for many years prior. 

Before Skyhatch, he began his career in 
the pharmaceutical industry, which he re-
mains part of today. He’s responsible for 
business development as well as guiding 
the design of our software. 

Lee Sinclair, Technical Leader
Lee brings over 15 years of technical ex-
pertise to make sure Skyhatch’s products 
are robust and reliable. He’s had substan-
tial stinsts managing digital products at 
companies like Channel 4 (UK), ING (UK), 
USQ (Australia) and Brisbane City Council 
(Australia). 

Lee also devotes part of his time helping 
startups launch their products.

ABOUT SKYHATCH
Since 2011, we’ve focused on helping businesses build a competitive advantage using information. 
Our mission for now and the future is to bridge the human-information gap.

KEY 
PERSONNEL

ASH PATEL | LEE SINCLAIR
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How it all started
We designed our service from the ground 
up in early 2014 to serve the due diligence 
needs of the middle market. It was built in 
consultation with a Big 4 accounting firm 
seeking lower cost options for improving 
due diligence.

For a preliminary discussion, call Ash Patel 
at +61-403-967-870 or +1-415-854-6471
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